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Welcome to The Lit List:
Served fresh from Boston, MA. 
This magazine is dedicated to the young 

lovers- of literature, that is. We cater to the 
readers, the writers, and the dreamers: 
all those who see works of art in prose. 
We promise to collect the best works of 
literature, old and new alike, and share 

them with you on a monthly[ inaugural issue inaugural iIssuebasis. Gather your Thompson, 
Marquez, and Wilde, brew 
yourself some tea, and join 

us on a literary journey.
- The Lit Listers

March 2015
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  “Anyone who says they only have one life to live must not 
know how to read a good book”

Author Unkown« 
« 

The Nose
Nikolai Gogol 

One morning, a barber and his wife are munching 
on some breakfast when he finds a nose in his 
bread roll. He recognizes the nose—it belongs to 
one of  his clients, Collegiate Assessor Kovalev. 
Neither of  them is particularly grossed out by this. 
Still, the barber’s wife gets mad at her husband’s 
carelessness, drunkenness, and general crappiness, 
and she demands that he take the nose away. After 
some misadventures in the streets, the barber ends 
up throwing it away into the river. That same day, 
Collegiate Assessor Kovalev wakes up and realizes 
that his nose is gone. He is embarrassed about having 
to go outside like this and covers his face with a 
handkerchief. Suddenly, on the street, he sees a highly 
decorated civil servant get out of  a carriage and go 
into a mansion, and is shocked to realize—it’s his 
nose. Kovalev follows the nose, but when he gets close 
enough to talk to him (it?), he gets all stressy about 
speaking to someone so much higher ranking. The 
nose denies being his nose and goes about its day 
like a total weirdo. Kovalev first tries to get the police 
involved and then tries to put an announcement in 
the paper, but all he gets for his troubles is a lot of  
social awkwardness and rudeness. Finally, he decides 
that this is obviously the work of  the mother of  a girl 
he’s been flirting with but not actually proposing to. 
He gives up and goes home, but just then a policeman 
shows up with the nose. Kovalev can’t get the nose 
to stick on his face and a doctor he summons refuses 
to help… because the doctor is actually the nose in 

disguise, making its escape. Um, okay? Depressed, 
Kovalev writes an angry letter to the girl’s mom, but 
she writes back that she has no idea what he’s talking 
about and is more than psyched for him to marry her 
daughter. Meanwhile, the nose is making TMZ-style 
headlines wherever it goes. Two weeks later, Kovalev 
wakes up and discovers… the nose is back on his face. 
He goes outside, feeling all smug about the size of  
his nose compared to the noses of  the other men he 
sees. Life is good, and he decides not to marry that 
girl after all. Then the narrator pops into the story to 
say that it all kind of  sounds like nonsense, and who 
would publish this kind of  thing anyway?

The Gamin Should Have His Place 
in the Classifications of  India
Victor Hugo

Hugo opens this section with a sentimental tribute 
to the Parisian gamin, or street urchin. The gamin 
is for him a pearl of  innocence hidden under 
outer depravity and squalor. He uses slang, talks to 
prostitutes, frequents bars, wears rags, sings obscene 
ditties, and sneers at religion. Yet for all his apparent 
immorality, he elicits admiration. His skepticism 
mocks sham and convention. It is served by a lively 
wit and a picturesque vocabulary. At times, when he 
is sufficiently aroused, the gamin rises to the sublime. 
To use Hugo’s image, this handful of  mud becomes 
Adam when it is sparked by the divine breath. And he 
is happy in spite of  his wretched poverty. The street 
is for him an ever-exciting domain full of  marvels, 
fraught with adventures. In the evening, he loses 

Selections
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[ ]
himself  in the magic of  the theater. Nine years have 
elapsed since the events related in the second part. 
Hugo now introduces Gavroche, a boy of  eleven or 
twelve — spirited, free, hungry, slightly larcenous, 
dressed in hand-me-downs, a typical Parisian urchin. 
There is a tragic background to his life, however. 
He has been callously abandoned by his parents, 
brutally kicked out of  the nest. Yet in spite of  the 
estrangement, every few months he goes to see his 
mother in the Gorbeau House. The visit is invariably 
depressing. Gavroche is greeted by abysmal poverty, 
hunger, and, worse, indifference. The conversation 
is laconic and matter-of-fact: By now we are used to 
Hugo’s dramatic technique of  shifting us abruptly 
from the known to the unfamiliar, in a plot dislocation 
that is more apparent than real, and we are confident 
that if  we are patient he will eventually bring us back 
to Jean Valjean.

The Portrait of  Mr W.H.
Oscar Wilde

An enlarged edition planned by Wilde, almost 
twice as long as the Blackwoods version, with cover 
illustration by Charles Ricketts, did not proceed 
and only came to light after Wilde’s death. This was 
published in limited edition by Mitchell Kennerley 
in New York in 1921, and in a first regular English 
edition by Methuen in 1958, edited by Vyvyan 
Holland The story is about an attempt to uncover 
the identity of  Mr W.H., the enigmatic dedicatee 
of  Shakespeare’s Sonnets. It is based on a theory, 
originated by Thomas Tyrwhitt, that the Sonnets 
were addressed to one Willie Hughes, portrayed in 
the story as a boy actor who specialized in playing 
women in Shakespeare’s company. This theory 
depends on the assumption that the dedicatee is 
also the Fair Youth who is the subject of  most of  the 
poems. The only evidence for this theory is a number 
of  sonnets (such as Sonnet 20) that make puns on the 
words ‘Will’ and ‘Hues. Wilde’s story is narrated by 

a friend of  a man called Erskine, who is preoccupied 
by the Hughes theory. Erskine had learned the idea 
from one Cyril Graham, who had tried to persuade 
Erskine of  it, but Erskine was frustrated by the lack 
of  historical evidence for Willie Hughes’s existence. 
Graham tried to find such evidence but failed; 
instead, he faked a portrait of  Hughes in which 
Hughes is depicted with his hand on a book on which 
can be seen the dedication from the sonnets. Erskine 
is convinced by this evidence, but then discovers 
the portrait to be a fake, a discovery that leads him 
to yet again doubt the existence of  Willie Hughes. 
Graham still believes in the theory, and to prove it, 
shoots himself. Erskine recounts these events to the 
narrator, who is so struck by the Willie Hughes theory 
that he begins his own research and further fleshes 
out Graham’s findings until he is without a doubt 
that Willie Hughes was real and was the subject of  
the sonnets. He presents the evidence to Erskine but 
then finds himself  strangely divested from it and loses 
faith in its basis in reality. Erskine’s belief, however, is 
renewed; he sets off at once to try to find a trace of  
Willie Hughes. 

A Slight Misunderstanding
A.A. Milne

The scene is a drawing-room (in which the men are 
allowed to smoke--or a smoking-room in which the 
women are allowed to draw--it doesn’t much matter) 
in the house of  somebody or other in the country. 
George Turnbull and his old College friend, Henry 
Peterson, are confiding in each other, as old friends 
will, over their whiskies and cigars. It is about three 
o’clock in the afternoon. George (dreamily helping 
himself  to a stiff soda). Henry, do you remember that 
evening at Christ Church College, Oxford, five years 
ago, when we opened our hearts to each other. Henry 
(lighting a cigar and hiding it in a fern-pot). That 
moonlight evening on the Backs, George, when I had 
failed in my Matriculation examination? George. 

  “...He never went out without a book under his arm, and he 
often came back with two”

Victor Hugo, Les Misérables
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] ?Yes; and we promised that when either of  us fell in 
love the other should be the first to hear of  it? (Rising 
solemnly.) Henry, the moment has come. (With 
shining eyes.) I am in love.
Henry (jumping up and grasping him by both hands). 
George! My dear old George! (In a voice broken 
with emotion.) Bless you, George! [He pats him 
thoughtfully on the back three times, nods his own 
head twice, gives him a final grip of  the hand, and 
returns to his chair. George (more moved by this than 
he cares to show). Thank you, Henry. (Hoarsely.) 
You’re a good fellow. Henry (airily, with a typically 
British desire to conceal his emotion). Who is the 
lucky little lady? George (taking out a picture postcard 
of  the British Museum and kissing it passionately). 
Isobel Barley!

The Jelly Bean
F. Scott Fitzgerald

Jim Powell is defined as a “Jelly-bean”: that is “one 
who spends his life conjugating the verb “to idle.’” 
Powell is born into middle-class society but after 
his father died in a drunken brawl Powell became 

a grocery delivery boy. He is humiliated at his third 
social event by the whispers about his job, and this 
causes Powell to give up on polite society and the 
trappings of  social advancement. Powell chooses to 
associate with the seamier side of  life, gambling and 
“listening to spicy tales of  all the shootings that had 
occurred in the surrounding country.” Powell fought 
in the war, returned, and met up with an old school 
friend, Clark Darrow. The two men moved in very 
different social circles – “while Jim’s social aspirations 
had died…Clark had…in short, become one of  the 
best beaux in town.” Darrow asks Jim to a dance. Jim 
is initially unsure, but when he sees Nancy Lamar, he 
is fascinated. She is a beautiful bad girl with a taste 
for gambling. Jim is content to sit and people-watch, 
but he feels drawn to Nancy. “Jim experienced the 
quick pang of  a weird new kind of  pain.” Nancy 
makes Powell feel “like a weed in shadow.” When 
Darrow tells him that Nancy is soon to be married, 
Powell finds the idea “inexplicably depressing.” 
Nancy asks for Powell’s help to remove gum from her 
shoe. He releases gas from a car and she wades into it, 
drinking from Darrow’s flask. She announces her love 

continued page 10
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Death Constand Beyond Love
Death Constant Beyond Love is a short story written 
by Gabriel Garcia Marquez about a senator running 
for reelection who is diagnosed with a terminal 
illness and given less than a year to live. Rather than 
confide in anyone, he keeps his illness to himself  
and continues on his campaign trail as he normally 
would. On the campaign trail, he has grown bitter 
with the knowledge of  his impending death. His 
speeches are compared to a circus, repeated in the 
same methodical pattern at every stop. He creates a 
show for his audience, using theatrics to make them 
believe that their lives will be better if  he is reelected. 
In the town of  Rosal Del Virrey, he gives his speech 
and then walks through the town granting small 

G
abriel G

arcía M
árquez

favors to people, constantly reminding them that this 
favor is a gift from the senator. He then comes to the 
house of  Nelson Farina, an escaped fugitive who has 
been hassling the senator for fake identification so as 
to avoid being captured by the police. The senator has 
always declined, but on this occasion Farina’s beautiful 
daughter, Laura Farina, comes out into the yard. 
Farina, noting that the senator is in awe of  Laura’s 
beauty, sends Laura to his house that night. Laura goes 
to the senator’s house and the senator welcomes her 
in with every intention of  having an affair with her. 
To his surprise and dismay, he discovers that she is 
wearing a chastity belt to which only her father has the 
key. Laura tells him that her father will only give him 
the key if  he sorts out the situation and gives it to him.

Features

{
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In Which we Learn of  the Village of  
Wall, and of  the Curious Thing That 
Occurs There Every Nine Years
Our story starts in Wall, which is a tiny town about a 
night’s drive from London. There is, as you might’ve 
guessed, a giant wall next to the town, giving it its 
name. There’s only one place to pass through this huge 
grey rock wall, and it’s always guarded by two villagers 
at a time. This is odd, as all you can see through the 
break in the wall is meadows and trees, a.k.a. nothing 
scary or weird. But no one ever goes over there.
The guards only chill out once every nine years, on 
May Day, when a fair comes to the meadow.
Flash back to the Victorian era, like, literally, when 
Queen Victoria was on the throne, and Dickens was 
writing Oliver Twist, and stuff like that.
At this time, Dunstan Thorn is eighteen, an ordinary 
guy who works on his dad’s farm. Visitors are coming 
to Wall from all over for the Fair, and checking in at 
the Seventh Magpie, an inn that this dude Mr. Bromios 

runs. This beautiful chick Bridget Comfrey works at 
the inn, and she provokes a fight between a local boy, 
Tommy, and a dark-eyed visitor, Alum Bey, who has 
a monkey for a pet. The fight is not lethal. Our guy 
Dunstan has been courting Daisy Hempstock, but the 
relationship is pretty tame, and Daisy is wishing that 
Dunstan would propose already.
One day, Dunstan stands guard at the wall, then goes 
to the inn for the ale that guards get after serving a 
shift. He meets a gentleman from London in a black 
top hat who asks him for lodging, since the inn’s 
all full. Dunstan agrees to put the guy up for a few 
days, and takes some coins for payment, but also 
says that if  the guy’s here for the market, maybe he 
deals in miracles and wonder. The man in the top hat 
promises Dunstan his Heart’s Desire, saying he’ll get it 
tomorrow. Excellent. The night before the Fair, while 
Dunstan is sleeping in the hayloft because he’s given 
up his bed to the top hat dude, a small hairy fellow 
pops in and asks for shelter. Dunstan lets him crash.
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of  England though she has never been there. She says 
she would like to be like Lady Diana Manners, a well-
known English socialite. Powell rescues Nancy from a 
major gambling debt, and Nancy drunkenly proclaims 
that contrary to the popular saying, Powell is “lucky in 
dice and I – love him.” He realizes he has been used 
by her, but decides in spite of  this to leave town and 
become “a gentleman” in order to keep her affections.

The Poet is Born
Milan Kundera

I hardly know where to begin describing Milan 
Kundera’s Life is Elsewhere, for it seems to me that 
no descriptions can even begin to do justice to its 
power, its complexity, its wisdom and its sadness. 
This is a book about poetry, about revolution, about 
their inevitable entanglement, about words and the 
power of  words to create images that can exalt and 
destroy, about love, longing, rejection and heartbreak, 
about coming of  age, about ideals and absolutes, 
about everything. Wit and pathos mix with irony and 
tragedy; and at the final shattering climax, I found 

myself  filled with a profound sense of  sorrow and 
loss, but also, most inexplicably, smiling at something 
I could not understand… at beauty, perhaps. And for 
those five hours, I was enraptured, and time ceased to 
exist. It’s difficult to summarise the book, because it 
has a multiplicity of  themes, and each of  those themes 
are so inextricably intertwined with each other, that 
one cannot be described without describing all the 
others. One of  the central themes, for instance, is the 
protagonist Jaromil’s belief  in the absolute and self-
effacing character of  love. Yet, one cannot explain 
this without also explaining how this metamorphoses 
into, and then is itself  coloured by, the absoluteness of  
the ideal that marks any youth-driven revolution; love 
and revolution are mixed up inextricably, as the scene 
where the poets debate about the nature of  love in 
pre-revolution society, amply demonstrates. And one 
must also then go into the role of  poetry, and again, 
how poetry influences and is influenced by, revolution. 
Indeed, you could sum up this book by describing 
it as a critique of  Shelley’s famous “Poets are the 
ultimate legislators of  the world” – but that would be 

from page 7 ,
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incomplete. One could sum it up as a critique of  the 
Romanticist idea, something that is echoed by all the 
major characters in the novel, something that starts as 
a platitude and ends as the ultimate tragedy: “When 
it comes to love, there is no such thing as compromise. 
When you’re in love you must give everything” – but 
that would be incomplete as well.

September 16, 1991
Stephen Chbosky

Charlie is a freshman. And while he’s not the biggest 
geek in the school, he is by no means popular. Shy, 
introspective, intelligent beyond his years yet socially 
awkward, he is a wallflower, caught between trying 
to live his life and trying to run from it. Charlie is 
attempting to navigate his way through uncharted 
territory: the world of  first dates and mix tapes, 
family dramas and new friends; the world of  sex, 
drugs, and The Rocky Horror Picture Show, when 
all one requires is that perfect song on that perfect 
drive to feel infinite. But he can’t stay on the sideline 
forever. Standing on the fringes of  life offers a unique 
perspective. But there comes a time to see what it 
looks like from the dance floor. The Perks of  Being a 
Wallflower is a deeply affecting coming-of-age story 
that will spirit you back to those wild and poignant 
roller-coaster days known as growing up. Fifteen-year-
old Charlie is coping with the suicide of  his friend, 
Michael. To lessen the fear and anxiety of  starting 
high school alone, Charlie starts writing letters to a 
stranger, someone he heard was nice but has never met 
in person. (Kind of  like when we write letters to Paul 
Rudd before we go to sleep.) At school, Charlie finds 
a friend and mentor in his English teacher, Bill. He 
also overcomes his chronic shyness and approaches a 
classmate, Patrick, who, along with his step-sister Sam, 
become two of  Charlie’s BFFs. Charlie has a relatively 
stable home life, though, with supportive, if  distant, 
parents to fall back on. Unfortunately, a disturbing 
family secret that Charlie has repressed for his entire 
life surfaces at the end of  the school year. Charlie has a 

severe mental breakdown and ends up hospitalized.
Charlie’s final letter closes with feelings of  hope.

The Secret Life of  Bees
Sue Monk Kidd

Lying on her bed, Lily waits for the return of  the bees 
that have begun to live in ththethe Lying on her bed, 
Lily waits for the return of  the bees that have begun 
to live in the walls of  her bedroom. The year is 1964; 
Lily is about to turn fourteen. She lives alone with her 
father, Terrance Ray, and their black housekeeper and 
nanny, Rosaleen. Lily cannot bring herself  to call her 
cruel, aloof  father “Daddy,” so she calls him T. Ray 
instead. Rosaleen warns her to watch out, because 
“bees swarm before death.” Lily insists on telling T. 
Ray about the bees, so she wakes him up, even though 
she suspects it will only anger him. It does walls of  
her bedroom. The year is 1964; Lily is about to turn 
fourteen. She lives alone with her father, Terrance Ray, 
and their black housekeeper and nanny, Rosaleen. 
Lily cannot bring herself  to call her cruel, aloof  father 
“Daddy,” so she calls him T. Ray instead. Rosaleen 
warns her to watch out, because “bees swarm before 
death.” Lily insists on telling T. Ray about the bees, so 
she wakes him up, even though she suspects it will only 
anger him. It does. Lily reminisces about her mother, 
who died when she was four years old. Lily intimates 
that she had a significant, albeit accidental, role in her 
mother’s death. Then Lily recounts the last memory 
she has of  her mother: December 3, 1954—the last 
day her mother was alive.  In the memory, her mother 
begins to fight with T. Ray as she cleans out a closet. 
Lily distinctly remembers her mother’s smell and the 
overpowering feeling of  wanting only to be with her.

Homeland
Barbara Kingsolver

With the same wit and sensitivity that have come to 
characterize her highly praised and beloved novels 
Animal Dreams and The Bean Trees, Barbara 
Kingsolver gives us a rich and emotionally resonant !?  “...He said it was the kind of book you made your own”

Stephen Chbosky, The Perks of Being a Wallflower
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collection of  twelve stories. Spreading her memorable 
characters over landscapes ranging from northern-
California to the hills of  eastern Kentucky and the 
Caribbean island of  St. Lucia, Kingsolver tells stories 
of  hope, momentary joy, and powerful endurance. 
In every setting, Kingsolver’s distinctive voice -- at 
times comic, but often heartrending -- rings true 
as she explores the twin themes of  family ties and 
the life choices one must ultimately make alone. 
Homeland and Other Stories creates a world of  love 
and possibility that readers will want to take as their 
own. Kingsolver has always been a storyteller: “I used 
to beg my mother to let me tell her a bedtime story.” 
As a child, she wrote stories and essays and, beginning 
at the age of  eight, kept a journal religiously. Still, it 
never occurred to Kingsolver that she could become 
a professional writer. Growing up in a rural place, 
where work centered mainly on survival, writing 
didn’t seem to be a practical career choice. Besides, 
the writers she read, she once explained, “were mostly 
old, dead men. It was inconceivable that I might grow 
up to be one of  those myself  . . . “

Part 1, Storm in June
Irène Némirovsky

Beginning in Paris on the eve of  the Nazi occupation 
in 1940. Suite Française tells the remarkable story of  
men and women thrown together in circumstances 
beyond their control. As Parisians flee the city, human 
folly surfaces in every imaginable way: a wealthy 
mother searches for sweets in a town without food; a 
couple is terrified at the thought of  losing their jobs, 
even as their world begins to fall apart. Moving on to 
a provincial village now occupied by German soldiers, 
the locals must learn to coexist with the enemy—in 
their town, their homes, even in their hearts.When 
Irène Némirovsky began working on Suite Française, 
she was already a highly successful writer living in 
Paris. But she was also a Jew, and in 1942 she was 
arrested and deported to Auschwitz, where she died. 
For sixty-four years, this novel remained hidden and 
unknown. The novel is actually the combination of  

two short novellas and was supposed to be extended by 
three additional sections, which the author had outlined 
but never completed. The first section, called “Storm in 
June,” tells the story of  the panicked French citizens who 
poured out of  France’s largest cities into the countryside 
as they tried to escape from the German bombs. The 
result for many was disaster. People were killed along the 
way as the lines of  refugees became easy targets for the 
German aircraft. Many of  those who were not killed by 
bombs faced severe hunger as the crowds swamped food 
and other supplies in the small villages.

GhettoNerd at the End of  the World
Junot Díaz

Oscar is not the average Dominican male, mostly 
because he has bad luck with women. The only time he 
was ever a “Casanova” is at the age of  seven, when he 
dances the merengue and the perrito, two overtly sexual 
dances. His relatives encourage his behavior. At this 
time, Oscar has two girlfriends, Maritza Chacón and 
Olga Polanco. Maritza is beautiful, and Olga is a Puerto 
Rican from a bad family. Oscar likes them both; Maritza 
because she is pretty, and Olga because she is interested 
in his Star Trek dolls and likes to wrestle. For one week, 
he convinces both girls to date him at the same time-
- until Maritza gives him an ultimatum. Oscar cries 
over his girl trouble; Oscar’s mother tells him to “dale 
un galletazo”—in other words, she directs him to slap 
Maritza around so she will respect him. However, Oscar 
is not aggressive. Oscar decides to dump Olga, and is 
dumped by Maritza a week later. Oscar cries, and is 
made fun of  for being a maricón (gay). From this point 
on Oscar’s life deteriorates: he gets fat and has acne, and 
is seen as a dork because of  his interest in “Genres,” like 
science fiction, comic books, and fantasy novels. 

The Coast
Téa Obreht

Weaving a brilliant latticework of  family legend, loss, 
and love, Téa Obreht, the youngest of  The New 
Yorker’s twenty best American fiction writers under 

“ “
“A novel should be like a street full of strangers, where no more 

than two or three people are known to us in depth.”
Irène Némirovsky, Suite Française 
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forty, has spun a timeless novel that will establish her 
as one of  the most vibrant, original authors of  her 
generation. In a Balkan country mending from years of  
conflict, Natalia, a young doctor, arrives on a mission of  
mercy at an orphanage by the sea. By the time she and 
her lifelong friend Zóra begin to inoculate the children 
there, she feels age-old superstitions and secrets gathering 
everywhere around her. Secrets her outwardly cheerful 
hosts have chosen not to tell her. Secrets involving the 
strange family digging for something in the surrounding 
vineyards. Secrets hidden in the landscape itself.

One More Thing
B.J. Novak

One More Thing: Stories and Other Stories is an 
endlessly entertaining, surprisingly sensitive, and 
startlingly original debut collection that signals the arrival 
of  a welcome new voice in American fiction. Across a 
dazzling range of  subjects, themes, tones, and narrative 
voices, the many pieces in this collection are like nothing 
else, but they have one thing in common: they share the 
playful humor, deep heart, sharp eye, inquisitive mind, 

; and altogether electrifying spirit of  a writer with a 
fierce devotion to the entertainment of  the reader.. In 
One More Thing, a boy wins a $100,000 prize in a 
box of  Frosted Flakes – only to discover that claiming 
the winnings may unravel his family. A woman sets 
out to seduce motivational speaker Tony Robbins – 
turning for help to the famed motivator himself. A 
school principal unveils a bold plan to permanently 
abolish arithmetic. An acclaimed ambulance driver 
seeks the courage to follow his heart and throw it 
all away to be a singer-songwriter. Author John 
Grisham contemplates a monumental typo. A new 
arrival in heaven, overwhelmed by infinite options, 
procrastinates over his long-ago promise to visit his 
grandmother. We meet a vengeance-minded hare, 
obsessed with scoring a rematch against the tortoise 
who ruined his life; and post-college friends who 
debate how to stage an intervention in the era of  
Facebook. We learn why wearing a red t-shirt every 
day is the key to finding love; how February got its 
name; and why the stock market is sometimes just…
down.
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I can’t forget
How she stood at the top of  that long marble stair

Amazed, and then with a sleepy pirouette
Went dancing slowly down to the fountain-quieted square

Nothing upon her face
But some impersonal loneliness,- not then a girl

But as it were a reverie of  the place,
A called-for falling glide and whirl;

As when a leaf, petal, or thin chip
Is drawn to the falls of  a pool, and, circling for a moment above it

Rides on over the lip-
Perfectly beautiful, perfectly ignorant of  itXPiazza di Spagna, 

Early Morning
Richard Wilbur


